A multi-locus likelihood of a genetic map is computed based on a mathematical model of chromatid exchange in meiosis that accounts for any type of bivalent configuration in a genetic interval in any specified order of genetic markers. The computational problem is to calculate the likelihood (L) and maximize L by choosing an ordering of genetic markers on the map and the recombination distances between markers. This maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) could be found either with a straightforward algorithm or with the proposed recursive linking algorithm that implements the likelihood computation process involving an iterative procedure is called Expectation Maximization (EM). The time complexity of the straightforward algorithm is exponential without bound in the number of genetic markers, and implementation of the model with a straightforward algorithm for more than seven genetic markers is not feasible, thus motivating the critical importance of the proposed recursive linking algorithm. The recursive linking algorithm decomposes the pool of genetic markers into segments and renders the model implementable for hundreds of genetic markers. The recursive algorithm is shown to reduce the order of time complexity from exponential to linear in the number of markers. The improvement in time complexity is shown theoretically by a worst-case analysis of the algorithm and * Corresponding author. 
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Introduction
High density linkage maps are an essential tool for characterizing genes in many systems, fundamental genetic processes, such as genetic exchange between chromosomes, as well as the analysis of traits controlled by more than one gene (i.e. complex traits). 13 Since, genetic maps are most often the critical link between phenotype (what a gene or its product does) and the genetic material, genetic maps can be exploited to address how a particular trait 7 is controlled by one or more genes. Most model systems possess high density linkage maps that can assist in the analysis of complex traits. The bread mold, Neurospora crassa (N. crassa), 5 which gave us the biochemical function of genes, is no exception.
18 One approach to understanding the genetic basis of a complex trait is to follow, its segregation in offspring along with an array of genetic markers. One class of genetic markers frequently used are restriction fragment length polymorphisms (RFLPs), markers in the DNA itself. Another class are single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs). These markers, in essence, allow a triangulation on loci in the DNA affecting the complex trait of interest. Part of this triangulation process involves the construction of the relative positions of these several markers along a genetic map. This is a computationally challenging problem 12 and at the heart of understanding complex traits, such as human disease. In this paper, we address the problem of genetic map reconstruction from a large number of RFLP markers. We focus on map construction for a model system N. crassa, 2 where there is a wealth of published information about how markers segregate because the genetic makeup of gametes (as opposed to offspring) can be identified. 2 In this setting we can build a much more realistic model of the recombination process between chromosomes than in more complex eukaryotes. 23 Given l markers or genetic loci, each with two or more alternate forms of a gene called alleles, the number of distinct types of offspring is 2 l . This implies that the computational complexity of a likelihood-based approach to estimating a genetic map would appear to scale at least as O (25 l−1 ). 25 At first sight the computational complexity of following the segregation of l markers to build a genetic map seems infeasible beyond about seven markers. It is remarkable that Lander and Green 12 were able to solve this problem for a special case with an algorithm whose computational complexity is linear in l. The likelihood, in their algorithm, is computed from a recombination fraction defined on each genetic interval. The limitation of their work is that they did not model the recombination process in detail; for example, chromatid exchanges are not explicitly modeled as discussed in the next section. Others have tried to circumvent the computational complexity of this problem by utilizing only pairwise information on genetic loci. 17 Solving this reconstruction problem is essential for geneticists to make use of the recently completed International HapMap 1 with thousands of markers scattered throughout the human genome to hunt down important disease causing genes. In addition, several model systems now possess the data for constructing dense genetic maps with thousands of markers. 28 Using such mapping data together with variation in a complex trait, such as heart disease, will allow researchers to triangulate on genes determining the trait of interest. Here, we focus on solving this problem in a setting considered ideal for geneticists. For some organisms, it is possible to observe the gametes (as opposed to the offspring) from a parent organized into a package called a tetrad 21 uncomplicated by what is going on in another parent. For organisms such as fungi and some more complex eukaryotes engineered to have this property, 4 gametes can be observed directly, as opposed to offspring with the contributions of the two parents. For this reason, we focus on reconstructing a genetic map where tetrads can be obtained. In fungi, such as N. crassa, the gametes can be typed directly (Fig. 1) . A string of spores (or gametes) in Fig. 1 are the products of single cross. In this setting the recombination process can be modeled in detail. The challenge we address here is, in the best of all possible worlds can we reconstruct a genetic map with many markers? This is a very old and difficult problem without a good solution (particularly when the order of markers is unknown) in spite of the fact that hundreds of fungal laboratories around the world make use of this kind of tetrad data in genetic analysis. Zhao et al. 30 ,32 demonstrate a solution for a few number of markers (<10) under some assumptions on the exchange process.
Background Material on Meiosis, Recombination, and Exchange
The following biological background section is introduced to make the paper selfcontained. The vast majority of genes in cells with nuclei (eukaryotes) occur on chromosomes. Depending on the organism and life stage, a eukaryotic species can have 1 to several copies of these chromosomes. For example, many eukaryotes, such as animals and flowering plants, possess two copies of their chromosomes and are referred to as diploid, while many fungi and algae may possess one copy of their chromosomes and are referred to as haploid. The ploidy for these organisms can vary with their life cycle. For example, diploid animals and plants produce haploid gametes; conversely, haploid fungi often produce a temporary diploid stage (a meiocyte) during sexual reproduction. The letter n is used to refer to the number of distinct chromosomes in a haploid condition. So, gametes have n chromosomes, and diploids have 2n chromosomes.
The process of recombination underlies the reconstruction of genetic maps and is thought to take place principally during a cell division process called meiosis underlying sexual reproduction. To understand how recombination takes place between chromosomes, it is necessary to have an understanding of how meiosis proceeds. In eukaryotes, meiosis is the production of specialized cells (such as sperm and eggs) called gametes. Prior to the onset of meiosis the genetic material is completely duplicated, and during meiosis two divisions take place to convert a diploid cell, for example, with 2n chromosomes into four haploid gametes called a tetrad, each with n chromosomes. This process is termed meiosis.
As a diploid cell, a meiocyte, enters meiosis, the meiocyte contains at least four copies of each chromosome, because DNA replication has taken place already. In the succeeding rounds of two cell divisions, the number of chromosomes in each daughter cell is reduced to one copy. The four copies of each chromosome in the diploid meiocyte are referred to as chromatids. During the earliest stage of meiosis, prophase, these four chromatids align into a structure called a bivalent (see Fig. 2 ). Two pairs of these chromatids are nearly identical, one being descended from the other by DNA replication immediately prior to meiosis. The related chromatids are called sister chromatids (same color in Fig. 2) , and if the two chromatids are not related by the immediately prior round of DNA replication, they are nonsister chromatids. A bivalent then consists of two pairs of sister chromatids.
The physical proximity of the chromatids in Prophase of meiosis leads to exchanges between chromatids. A exchange can arise as shown in Fig. 2 . These exchanges are generated by random double stranded breaks, in which the ends of chromatids reanneal with the wrong chromatid as shown in Fig. 2 . The resulting exchanges can take place anywhere along the chromatids, and the positions of the exchanges vary from meiocyte to meiocyte (as well as their products, i.e. from gamete to gamete). In that sister chromatids are so similar, exchanges are usually only observed chromatids between nonsister chromatids. Let us designate the sister chromatids from one parent as 1 and 2, and the sister chromatids from the other parent, 3 and 4. Exchanges are then usually only observed between chromatids 1 and 3, 1 and 4, 2 and 3, and 2 and 4 as depicted in Fig. 3 . It is plausible that exchanges between each of these combinations of nonsister chromatids are equally likely because the exchanges are generated by random breakage events along the chromatids. This hypothesis or assumption is referred to as No-ChromatidInterference (NCI). There is substantial empirical support for this hypothesis.
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The process of crossing-over underlying meiotic recombination shuffles the allele pairs in the diploid parent and deals them out randomly as the products of meiosis (such as egg and sperm). For clarity, meiotic recombination can be defined as the production of gametes from meiosis with genotypes that differ from the parental genotypes that combined to form the (diploid) parental meiocyte. Put more simply, if the descendant does not resemble the parent in its genotype, we say the descendant is a recombinant. The product of meiotic recombination is referred to as a recombinant, and the physical process generating a recombinant is hypothesized to be crossing-over. Thus, the hypothesis is that the breakage-and-rejoining process leading to exchanges is an explanation for recombination of genes on chromatids, making children different from their parents. Fig. 3 . The single exchange events are signified by a vertical line, and the exchanges take place between chromatids at the ends of the vertical lines. These four strands are found in Prophase-I. 5 All exchanges are equally likely under our model.
There are two different flavors of meiotic recombination: independent assortment of genes on different chromosomes and crossing-over between genes on the same chromosome. To see genetic recombination, it is necessary that the pair of genes involved in recombination in the diploid meiocyte each have two different alleles. That is, each gene has to be heterozygous in the diploid parental meiocyte. For constructing a genetic map, we only consider genes on the same chromosome, and thus do not consider independent assortment. In Fig. 2 we present how recombination works. In Fig. 2 
Model Assumptions in Comparison to Existing Models
One critical feature of the exchanges is how they occur along a chromosome. One assumption that has been made by Lander and Green 12 is that crossovers along a chromosome are independent and uniformly distributed. This assumption of no crossover interference, referred to as the (NChI) hypothesis enabled the likelihood calculation to be tractable in their work.
12 For phase-known type data Lander and Green compute the likelihood of an order of markers by simply computing the fraction of recombinants for each interval. Although this give a likelihood against which to compare marker orders relative to each other, it does not go into the recombination process in detail. They do not consider the chromatid exchanges at all which is crucial to describing recombination. The problem with not having a model is that likelihood measures could differ arbitrarily for small changes in the marker order. The absence of a model also implies that there are no parameters one can monitor in order to examine the changes in the process underlying the model in response to the changes in the marker order.
There have been several approaches to modeling the crossover process presented in a series of papers (see Refs. 14, 30 and 32). For example, Zhao and Speed formulate a more general model of crossing-over based on a stationary renewal process 31 to derive the likelihood formulation based on the popular Chi-square model, 8 as a special case. They also perform statistical tests to evaluate the performance of the model for several important data sets. 30 The Chi-square model is observed to fit the data well while accounting for interference. However there are a few points that limit their model for broader application. In all of the models that have been proposed so far, the crossover process has been assumed to follow some mathematically tractable process, and several assumptions on the process are generally made to make it viable. For example, in the Chi-square model 8 the so-called "recombinational intermediates" (C) have been assumed to be uniform across the chromosome (i.e. with no interference) while their resolutions are assumed to follow a particular pattern. Though the model gives a measure of interference through its parameter m, the meaning of the model itself is quite abstract. For example, the model states that a non-exchange resolution (C 0 ) must result m times after each crossover resolution (C x ) followed by a crossover resolution (C x ).
Zhao and Speed have worked out very general expressions for the joint probability of multilocus recombinants in Theorem 2.2 of Ref. 31 , but it is not clear how those can be actually computed except when the assumed process (for example, the Chi-square model) allows sums over all possible exchanges to be represented as explicit closed-form expressions (Appendix: Theorems 1 and 2 in Ref. 30) . Even with assumptions that make it mathematically tractable as in Ref. 30 , there is no analysis presented for more than 10 markers. It is not clear if their method of likelihood maximization (downhill simplex method) would scale for hundreds of markers without running into some kind of computational bottleneck. Though these models are quite helpful in fitting data, we feel that the assumptions underlying their model of the crossover process are hard to verify as exchanges cannot be observed directly enough to provide any direct validation. Note that a crossover process is used to connect the observed gametes to the bivalent configurations. Nonetheless, despite their aforementioned limitations, the methods presented by Zhao and Speed do provide insights into recombination.
In this paper, we do not make any assumptions regarding the underlying crossover process, if any, that gives rise to the observed gametes. We consider a probabilistic framework for all possible bivalent configurations along the chromosome using the NCI model, which assumes that chromatid exchange between non-sister chromatids is equally likely. The term bivalent configuration describes how chromatids are joined with their non-sister chromatids along the chromosome. Figure 2 depicts possible bivalent configurations in a tetrad for two intervals. The following sections detail the proposed model formulation and show how connections to key concepts such as, recombination fraction, and likelihood based marker order, can be made using the proposed model.
A Mathematical Formulation for Bivalent Configurations
The primary emphasis of this paper is to design and analyze the proposed recursive linking algorithm. In order to make the algorithm more readable, the theory underlying the algorithm, which is under submission as a separate work, is presented in a concise manner. For detailed proofs of the theorems, interested readers are referred elsewhere (unpublished).
Before describing the mathematical model in detail, we introduce the following glossary of mathematical terms and symbols
• c i = probability of a non-sister chromatid exchange for the ith genetic interval • S i = sample space for the ith genetic interval • S l = sample space for all the genetic intervals
• n j = cell frequency for the jth observed genotype • R k = tetrad obtained via eq. (5) for exchange φ k • p j = cell probability for the jth observed genotype
total number of distinct genotypes (or cells).
• n = dg j=1 n j = total number of genotypes observed.
We model the genotypes 1 1, 0 0, 1 0 and 0 1 (where 1 and 0 refer to paternal and maternal alleles, respectively) of a genetic interval (say, S i ), as a consequence of two simultaneous independent and identical chromatid exchange events (say, S). Note that this double chromatid exchange is modeled as a discrete event as opposed to an analogous continuous process. The four possible chromatid exchanges between nonsister chromatids are pictorially represented in Fig. 3 . There are 5 possible ways of performing a chromatid exchange (including a non-exchange as one of these possibilities) between non-sister chromatids. Note that our model accounts for all possible bivalent configurations (a bivalent configuration is defined as the chromatid exchanges on four strands of a tetrad) that may result due to any number of exchanges that may occur along the chromosome. It is important to distinguish that our model does not represent crossovers per se, but rather a pair of abstract discrete events that is capable of mapping the bivalent configurations, which could arise from any number of physical exchanges (chiasma). Let c i denote the probability of a chromatid exchange in S between any two non-sister chromatids in the ith genetic interval S i at meiosis. Since under the NCI assumption, all chromatid exchanges are equally likely, we get S = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4},
The element 0 in S indicates the absence of an exchange event. Elements 1, 2, 3, and 4 indicate that non-sister chromatids (1, 3), (2, 3), (2, 4) , and (4, 1) took part in the exchange process respectively. The set S i , defined by the Cartesian product S × S, enumerates all possible bivalent configurations for the ith genetic interval.
Multi Locus Genetic Likelihood for a Specified Order of Genetic Markers
The probability distribution of S i denoting bivalent configurations between locus A i and A (i+1) (i = 1, . . . , l − 1), where l = total number of loci being studied, can be expressed in the following equation using Eq. (1).
where {i, j} ∈ S i . Let φ k denote a unique chromatid exchange on S l as described below
where
From this point on, for the sake of brevity, we may abbreviate term chromatid exchanges to simply exchanges when referring to φ k .
Let f k denote a multi-locus genotype with l loci
The indices i j = 1 and i j = 0 indicate the paternal and maternal alleles, respectively. The progeny are obtained by exchanges between homogeneous parents. The observed data set can be represented as:
where n j is the observed frequency of f j .
Recombination fraction r i
There are a variety of ways that various researchers have connected the recombination process to the underlying exchange process. For example, Mather 15 connects the recombination fraction to the number of exchanges occurring on the chromosome. Others, such as Haldane, 9 relate the recombination fraction to a physical distance. More recently Zhao et al. 30 relate recombination to an underlying exchange process. In the proposed model, the probability of recombination (or recombination fraction) can be calculated simply from the probability distribution of the bivalent configurations in set S i .
The recombination fraction r i is defined as follows
which is the theoretical maximum of the recombination fraction from the theory of Mendelian genetics.
Probability distribution on S l
Let us define the following functions The function f ij (a) = f j (f i (a)) corresponds to the events in S i accounting for all possible bivalent configurations. For a particular chromatid exchange φ k we can generate a model tetrad at meiosis using the function f ij . The matrix R k of size 4 × l defines the simulated tetrad as follows 24 :
and the i th genetic interval S i contains the observed chromatid exchange {j, k}. In other words, R k has 4 rows which correspond to the 4 gametes in a tetrad during meiosis if the chromatid exchange φ k had occurred according to our model.
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The conditional distribution of f i for a given φ k is
where R k (j, .) is the j th row of R k . The marginal density of a single spore f i is given by
where C is the conditional probability matrix given by (7)] (9) and P is given by
where i k,j ∈ S j and the probability distribution
, viewed as a function of Θ, is given by
Note that the log-likelihood in Eq. (11) is distinct from the one in Zhao et al. 30 Zhao and Speed have formulated a log-likelihood function similar to the one in Eq. (11) The following two theorems maximize the log-likelihood in Eq. (11) using a set of recurrence relations obtained via the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm.
Theorem 1. The EM-iterative equations are given below.
Note that, i k,m denotes an event in S m for the exchange φ k .
The following theorem provides an initialization of c for the recurrence relations in Eq. (12) . is given as follows: 
This theorem is used to obtain the starting values of c m for the EM-iterative equations in Theorem 1.
The Straightforward Algorithm

The RFLP data
Some of the RFLP data for chromosome-I of N. crassa 18 are shown in Table 1 . In the data, at each locus, the symbols "M" and "O" denote genes of the parents which have been encoded in the pseudocode description of the algorithms to follow as 1 and 0, respectively. A dash (-) indicates that the scoring was not done or was equivocal and thus denotes a missing observation. Note that in the pseudocode description of the algorithms to follow, any value other than a 0 or 1 indicates a missing value.
Treating the missing scores
For a particular order of genetic markers (for e.g. the rows of the Table 1 ) the spores (for e.g. the columns of the Table 1 ) are searched to see if they contain any missing score. The spores with missing scores are substituted in the following manner. If a missing genotype at any particular locus is surrounded by the same type (for e.g. genotypes of the pattern M-M or O-O), the missing genotype is substituted by the surrounding genotype. On the other hand, if the missing genotype is surrounded by different genotypes (for e.g. genotypes of the pattern M-O or O-M), a genotype between O and M is chosen with equal probability and substituted for the missing value. We do not attempt to address the issue of missing observations Table 1 . A partial view of the RFLP data. 
Initial probability estimates
Theorem 2 is used to compute the initial estimates of the exchange probabilities for each interval in the given order of markers. These probability estimates are interval based and do not take into account the interdependence of the markers in the order, but rather serve as good initial estimates to implement the EM algorithm detailed in Sec. 1. The algorithm for computing the initial estimates of c is given below. 
Computing the likelihood and implementing the EM algorithm
To compute the likelihood described by Eq. (11), it is evident that we need to process 25 l−1 exchanges. The algorithm has to be extremely efficient to handle a large number of genetic markers to allow for several computations of the loglikelihood for different orderings of the markers (see Sec. 11).
Given the huge computational complexity of this task, it would not be possible to store either the matrices C or R on account of their prohibitive size. Note that we must compute the likelihood incrementally (and hence on the fly), and the nested FOR loops in algorithm Loop(0) must be dynamically created (as l is a variable). Hence a recursive function needs to be designed to accomplish this task. Furthermore, to implement the EM algorithm to iterate the value of the probability vector c described in the series of Eq. (12) one must again process 25 l−1 exchanges. Consider the following two equations from the series of Eq. (12) .
The computation of π (h) k|j requires the knowledge of p (h) j -whose value is based on the computation of 25 l−1 exchanges. This makes the simultaneous implementation of the computation of the likelihood and running the EM algorithm (to update the exchange probability vector c) a non-trivial problem. This problem has been bypassed by implementing both, the likelihood computation and the EM algorithm in a recursive loop, which avoids computing the cell probabilities p (h) j until all the exchanges have been processed and readjusts them in the end as they are computed during the likelihood computation. The following algorithm illustrates this point. In the pseudocode above, k denotes a particular exchange φ k as defined in Eq. (3). The function getRMatrix implements Eq. (6) to create the R k matrix corresponding to the exchange φ k . The function kP rob computes the marginal probability P k due to exchange φ k as defined in Eq. (10) . The matrix R k and the probability P k in turn create matrices C and P progressively during the course of the recursive loop to compute the marginal probability of each observed distinct genotype as defined in Eq. (8) . These marginal probabilities along with the counts for the distinct genotypes are used to compute the log-likelihood in Eq. (11) . A particular exchange φ k does not enter into the computation of the likelihood so long as it does not have positive probability for at least one distinct genotype. The elimination of such exchanges is achieved with the function kIsW orthy, which implies that at least some amount of computation cannot be avoided for each exchange. In the recursive algorithm that we propose in this paper, this feature is handled more efficiently where a large number of exchanges are eliminated by performing checks on a few. In the pseudocode the vector sum computes the conditional probabilities across all distinct genotypes. The conditional probability is computed with the help of the function countMatch that implements Eq. (7), by counting the number of strands (out of 4) in R k that match with the observed genotype. The vector f req has the observed count corresponding to the distinct genotypes (d g ), totalObs is the total sample size, and probF Old stores the marginal probability of each distinct genotype using Eq. (8) . The array pCount implements the EM algorithm via Eq. (12) by re-categorizing the vector sum based on the exchange values along the chromosome. Note that the denominator of π k|j , i.e. p j , the marginal probability due to the j th distinct genotype, is omitted from its π k|j computation as that requires going through all the exchanges, and is currently being progressively computed by probF Old. To compute n (h) k in Eq. (12) we need to sum up the inverse probabilities π k|j across the distinct genotypes but, as their marginal probabilities are not computed yet, it is not possible to do so. We work around this problem by adding another dimension along the number of distinct genotypes to the structure pCount. The first dimension of pCount is of magnitude 3 to account for N 0,m , N 1,m , and N 2,m in Eq. (12) , whereas the second dimension runs along m, accounting for the (l − 1) genetic intervals. Once all the exchanges are processed and the marginal probabilities computed, the elements in the third dimension are divided by their corresponding marginal probabilities and then added up across the dimension. This gives us the two dimensional structure postCount containing values of N 0,m , N 1,m , and N 2,m for all the genetic intervals. The new value of c i for each genetic interval is then computed using Eq. (12) , and the process iterates until convergence is reached. Despite being a recursive algorithm (exchanges are generated recursively), it suffers from the computational bottleneck of having to process a large number of exchanges i.e. 25 l−1 for l loci. This problem is overcome using the proposed recursive linking algorithm.
Algorithm
The Proposed Recursive Linking Algorithm
Let the entire order of genetic markers be decomposed into segments of equal width (h), such that all the intervals are covered. Thus, for l genetic markers the number of segments s is given by the following equation
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Overview of the recursive linking algorithm
The first segment has an associated array called kArrayF irst that contains all the exchanges for this segment. The array linkInfoFirst stores the last row generated by the matrix R for each exchange of the segment. The array cArrayF irst checks for each exchange and for each observed genotype of the first segment, which strands of the simulated tetrad [based on the model described in Eq. (1)], obtained via matrix R, match with the genotype. The matching status forms the last dimension of the array with length 4 and consists of symbols 1 and 0 indicating a match(1) or mismatch(0) respectively. For example, a matching status 1 0 0 1 for the first distinct genotype corresponding to the exchange pattern 0 0 2 3 4 in the first segment level indicates that among the 4 tetrads in meiosis generated by the exchange pattern 0 0 2 3 4 in the first segment, the observed genotype in question was found only on the first and the fourth tetrad. When we use this information over a combined segment formed using two segments, only a match at the same tetrad position will ensure a match for the combined segment. Note that R depends on exchange values on all intervals of the segment and its columns are sequentially dependent on each other with a lag of one. Similarly, we have structures kArrayLast and cArrayLast for the last segment. Each exchange in the first segment branches out to 25
exchanges in the following segment and creates 25 2(h−1) combined exchanges. This continues till the last segment is accounted for. In order to move along the segments following the model described in equation (1), we need to know the last row (a tetrad pattern for the last locus of the segment) generated by the matrix R for the linked exchange of the previous segment corresponding to each combined exchange of the two segments. The following lemma states that only certain patterns are possible at the terminal locus of the adjoining segments. Hence, we create arrays similar to kArray, linkInfo, and cArray for all the following segments between the first segment and the last segment and call them kArrayT emp [] Proof. Recall that a tetrad pattern is an arrangement of the alleles of a particular gene in the simulated tetrad generated by a given exchange under the model described by Eq. (1), where 1 and 0 indicate the parental alleles for the particular locus. Let P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P 6 denote the tetrad patterns 1100, 0110, 1010, 1001, 0101, and 0011, respectively. The tetrad pattern at locus i for an exchange value s i in the i th genetic interval S i is given by
where s i = {j, k} ∈ S i in Eq. (2) and f k (.) and f j (.) are obtained from Eq. (5) . Note that T s0 = P 1 . In order to generate the patterns beginning with pattern T s0 along with their sample points, (Table 2) we can see that all the sample points with the source pattern T s0 = P 1 correspond to the patterns within P i (i = 1, · · · , 6). Next, we enumerate tetrad patterns beginning with source patterns P i (i = 1, 2, . . . , 6). From Table 2 it is clearly seen that tetrad patterns cannot lie outside the set P i (i = 1, . . . , 6). Hence the lemma is proved.
Counting active exchanges
Analogous to the function kIsWorthy in the straightforward algorithm we implement the concept of counting active exchanges for each segment. We call an exchange of a particular segment active if it has positive probability for at least one distinct genotype. Note that active exchanges will be different across segments as an active exchange depends on both, the observed genotypes (that vary across segments) and the tetrad pattern used in the generation of the matrix R. It is important to emphasize the substantial computational savings achieved by the elimination of the exchanges on a segment-wise basis in the proposed algorithm compared to the straightforward algorithm which eliminates exchanges one at a time. Elimination of a single exchange in the first segment has the effect of elimination of 25 l−2 exchanges in the straightforward algorithm. In general, elimination of a single exchange in the ith segment has the effect of eliminating 25 l−i−1 exchanges in the straightforward algorithm. The following algorithm shows how active exchanges are computed. (0,1), (1,0), (1,2), (1,4) P 3 (0,2), (2,0), (2,1), (2,3) P 4 (0,3), (3,0), (3, 2) , (3,4) P 5 (0,4), (4,0), (4,1), (4,3) P 6 (1,3), (3,1), (2,4), (4,2)
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(1,2), (3,4) P 4 (1,3), (3,1) P 5 (1,4), (3,2) P 6 (0,3), (3,0), (2,3), (4,3)
(0,4), (4,0), (1, 4) , (3,4)
(1,4), (3,2) P 4 (0,0), (0,2), (2,0), (0,4), (4,0), (1,1), (2,2), (3,3), (4,4), (4,2), (2,4) P 5 (1,2), (3,4) P 6 (0,1), (1,0), (2,1), (4,1)
(0,0), (0,1), (1,0), (0,3), (3,0), (1,1), (2,2), (3, 3) , (4, 4) , (1, 3) , (3,1) P 6 (0,2), (2,0), (1,2), (3,2) 
7.3.
Computing kArray, LinkInfo, and cArray for the first and the last segment Figure 5 shows the data structures kArray, linkInfo, and cArray as they are linked to each other on a particular segment. This structure is true for both the first and the last segments. As described in Sec. 7.1, the data structure linkInfo keeps track of the tetrad pattern which is one of the 6 possibilities described in Lemma 1. Structure cArray helps in computing the matching status over the combined segments, which in turn helps to compute the conditional probability of observed genotypes given the progressive consideration of exchanges as more and more segments are linked. This process is best understood by the following algorithm. 
Computing tempSumIndex
Although not absolutely necessary in the implementation of the recursive linking algorithm, we compute a variable called tempSumIndex for the last segment which helps to speed up the EM iterations. Consider a combined exchange for all the segments. To compute Eq. (7), i.e. to count the matches for the entire exchange we have to examine the matching status of all the segments and update them. To be considered a match for the entire segment at a particular position (out of 4 possible positions) one must have a match for all the segments at that position. Hence, when the matching status values of two segments are updated, the resulting matching status is 1 if and only if both the segments have a value 1 at that position and 0 otherwise. This updated matching status is termed a spore in this paper. The distinction between a spore and matching status is that while a matching status is the original status of the segment, the spore is the matching status obtained after updating the matching status of all the previous segments. The following lemma restricts the number of possible spore patterns. Proof. Recall that a spore pattern denotes the matching status of the tetrad of a diploid cell corresponding to an order of genetic markers. A 1 indicates a match, and 0 a mismatch of the observed genotype to the simulated tetrad for the exchange at hand, according to the model. Note that since each parent has a characteristic allele, it is not possible to have matches at 3 locations. Hence, spore patterns with 3 or more matches are not possible. Hence the lemma is proved.
As a visual image of the interplay along different dimensions, we define a plane corresponding to each exchange. The blocks along the x dimension refer to distinct genotypes whereas its cells denote the sum of the updated matching status values for the 11 possible matching status values from the previous segment as specified by Lemma 2. The structure tempSumIndex essentially computes Eq. (9) for the last segment except that the matching status value is computed for all possible tetrad patterns described in Lemma 1. Note that Lemmas 1 and 2 restrict the array size and ensure efficient memory usage. The structure tempSumIndex created for the last segment is used in conjunction with certain operations performed on each plane to compress the information for the last segment. Each exchange has a positive probability (since inactive exchanges have been omitted) defined in Eq. (10) which is same for all the cells in the attached plane. Cells in a plane refer to the conditional probability up to a constant (divisor 4) for all possible situations. If we multiply cells by the exchange probability of the plane and sum across all the planes we essentially implement Eq. (8) except that we do it for various matching status configurations in the previous segment. This allows us to implement Eq. (8) for the combined segment as if the combined segment were never decomposed into segments. Note that all these operations are performed for a specific value of θ. We need to implement Eq. (12) to update θ via the EM algorithm. This is done using the pipes shown in Fig. 7 . A cell on a plane has as many pipes as there are genetic intervals and each pipe has 3 associated categories for computing N 0,m , N 1,m , and N 2,m in Eq. (12) . Note that as planes are added up (compressed) each exchange is categorized within its pipes according to its exchange values in the genetic intervals. This logic is similar to that underlying the implementation of pCount in the straightforward algorithm. The structures tempSum and tempPCount together constitute the recursive structure of the last segment. In the following pseudocode, structures tempSum and tempPCount implement Eqs. (8) [index-loci+height])][index]+=condProb*tempDouble; end for end for end for end for end for 7.6. Traversing the segments by updating the recursive structure As we traverse the segments, for each segment we create the associated structures kArray (which is the same for all segments if equal width segments are assumed), linkInfo and cArray, by first computing the active exchanges and then computing the structures in a similar manner as described in Secs. 7.2 and 7.3. Given a recursive structure for the last segment (on the right in Fig. 8 ) the goal is to generate a recursive structure for the second to last segment using the first one. This process is outlined in Fig. 8 . This structure has the property that 25
exchanges have already been processed in a form such that equation (12) can be implemented and any spore generated from the previous segment can be handled. Note that when an exchange from the previous segment (the second to last segment) is processed(allowing for all possible spore patterns of the previous segment), the corresponding spore is computed, its equivalent cell on the last segment is identified and 25
(h−1) combined exchanges of these two segments are processed. After all the exchanges from the previous segment are processed, the proposed algorithm generates a recursive structure that is exactly the same as that of the last segment without adding to the storage requirement. The recursive structure for the last but one segment now has 25 2(h−1) exchanges processed within it with provision for all possible spores from its preceding segment. This very feature shows how we can geometrically increase the information base (in terms of exchanges) of the "table look up" procedure and avoid traversing all the exchanges one at a time. One of the reasons this procedure works is because if we examine the combined exchanges of two segments, we see that exchange values for the left segment change only once for every 25 (h−1) combined exchanges. This allows us to delay the probability value updates when linking the segments. In the following few paragraphs we discuss in detail the updating procedure.
The structure on the left in Fig. 8 , called a container, is essentially a recursive structure except that has not been yet instantiated. We choose a cell on the plane corresponding to an exchange in the container. Note that the cell that is visited depends on the matching status of the container's preceding segment and the genotype of the cell. The matching status of the cell in the container is updated with the matching status of the genotype corresponding to the segment of the container and a cell for the updated matching status is identified in the recursive structure (on the right in Fig. 8 ), for that particular genotype.
The structure tempSum for the container is instantiated by multiplying the structure tempSum of the recursive structure with the exchange probability of the plane in container. Here, the term multiplication is used in a loose sense of multiplication. Note that a single multiplication operation processes 25 h−1 exchanges at a time. We have l − 1 pipes in each cell, and for the cell under consideration, the pipes are updated in the following manner. The pipes for the segments other than the segment of the container and following segments are left unfilled. The pipes for the container's segment are filled for the categories (one of the 3) corresponding to the exchange values of each plane by multiplying the structure tempSum of the recursive structure with the plane probability (i.e., the exchange probability for the plane in question). For the pipes corresponding to the following segments (segments that have been processed already), all the pipes in the identified cell are copied and multiplied by the plane probability. This process is carried out for all the cells on all the planes of a container. The other 5 containers corresponding to the tetrad patterns in Lemma 1 are processed similarly. All of the planes for all the 6 containers are compressed as described earlier to generate a recursive structure for the segment corresponding to the container. Note that π k|j in Eq. (12) is computed only up to a constant value. The denominator p j cannot be computed at the same time since that also involves traversing all exchange paths and is handled by the structure tempSum in the pseudocode. It is important to note that this creates no problem as at the end of the processing, the value of p j is adjusted. The same issue arises in the implementation of the straightforward algorithm discussed earlier. The process is best understood by examining the pseudocode below and noticing how the arrays tempSum and tempP Count are updated in the recursive linking process. 
Algorithm : Updating the Recursive Structure
Linking with the first segment
Linking with the first segment is the last step of the likelihood computation process. In this phase we do not have any previous matching status vectors and instead of tempP Count, we have the structure pCount as in the straightforward algorithm. Note that the length of the first segment must be adjusted to account for both, even and odd number of genetic markers. That entails a trivial modification of the algorithm, and hence we do not mention the details. In the interest of clarity of description of the algorithm, we have assumed all the segments to be of equal length, and hence both an even and odd number of markers cannot be implemented without first changing the length of at least one segment; preferably that of the first one.
Algorithm: Linking with the First Segment
double[] firstCProb=getCProb(cProbOld,1,height-1); for int index1=0;index1<activeKFirst;index1++ do the straightforward and the proposed algorithm we provide run time complexity analysis for the main computationally intensive phase, namely processing all the exchanges for a single iteration.
The loop in the straightforward algorithm runs for 25 (l−1) iterations. In each iteration the computation time associated with matrix R is O(l), since matrix R has l columns and the computation time for each column is fixed. Since the observed genotypes are not known in advance we do a worst-case analysis for the computation of the vector sum. The worst case occurs when there is a match between an observed genotype and any of the 4 columns of the matrix R resulting in run time complexity of order O(l). The vector sum has d g elements and its size does not vary with l. Hence, the total execution time for computing vector sum is O(l). The vector addition involved in computing pCount entails the processing of d g elements and thus accounts for run time complexity of O(l). Hence the total run time complexity of the straightforward algorithm is given by
In the recursive linking algorithm the run time for each of the s segments is O((h − 1)25 (h−1) )). So the total run time for the recursive algorithm is given by
which is minimized for h = 3 for any odd number of loci l. Hence for h = 3 the run time complexity for the recursive linking algorithm is of order O(l) using Eqs. (14) and (16).
Run Time Results
We ran several jobs on a DELL PC (Model DM051 Pentinum(R) 4 CPU 3.40GHz and 4GB of RAM) for different number of genetic markers in their natural order of precedence on a data set from the linkage group-I of N-crassa. 18 for both algorithms. It was verified that both the algorithms provide the same likelihood for the same order of markers as they essentially solve the same problem but in different ways. The run time corresponds to the average time taken for a single EM iteration before convergence upon multiple starts. The resulting speedup is clearly evident from results in Table 3 .
Additional Application of the Recursive Linking Algorithm
Besides computing the likelihood, the recursive linking algorithm can be used successfully to compute the standard error of c i for each genetic interval S i . Without this algorithm, computation of a standard error suffers from the same computational bottleneck as the computation of the likelihood. In the following sections, we briefly describe the theory used to compute a standard error and show in detail how the recursive linking algorithm is used to implement the theory. The theory in Sec. 10.1 has appeared elsewhere but is mentioned here briefly in order to make this paper self-contained and the algorithm more readable. 
and D is the matrix corresponding to the rate of convergence of EM and I oc is defined as below:
where I o (θ|Y ) is the complete-data observed information matrix. The EM algorithm described in Sec. 1 implicitly defines a mapping θ → M (θ) via Eq. (12) from the parameter space of θ, (0, 1] l−1 , to itself such that θ (t+1) = M (θ (t) ), for t = 0, 1, . . . .
Since M (θ) is continuous and θ (t) converges to the MLE θ * (using EM algorithm), then θ * must satisfy
Therefore in the neighborhood of θ * , using a Taylor series expansion, we get Here T is the "temperature" of the annealing schedule. (6) Proceed to anneal the temperature in multiplicative steps, i.e., decrease T by a factor F at each SA iteration. Hold each value of T constant until D re-orderings have been attempted or S successful re-orderings have resulted, whichever comes first. If the number of successes equals zero for a given step, the process is complete; otherwise go to step 2.
SA has been used to create a genetic map of chromosome-II in N. crassa.
18,20
For each order in SA, the likelihood is computed, and the order with the maximum value of the likelihood is selected as the desired map. The values of the parameters used in the search of the best order are T = 10.0,F = 0.25,D = 500 and S = 50. For the best order, c i s, their standard errors and their corresponding recombination fractions (see Sec. 5.1) for each genetic interval are computed. These statistics are reported for the best order in Table 4 . The best order for linkage group-II turned out to be different from the published order 18 and has log-likelihood value of −63.9341. There are at least two reasons for the discrepancy. The simplest is that
